
60" Bed Lift Hydraulic Mechanisms Kits For Space Saving Bed or Sofa Bed

Out of Stock: $149.95

60" Bed Lift Hydraulic Mechanisms Kits For Space Saving Bed or Sofa

Bed

Key Features:Key Features:

hydraulic bed lift:hydraulic bed lift:  Steel, 152cm with a 60kg capacity

Thickened Bracket: Thickened Bracket: This mechanism is made of heavy-duty steel and

thickened bracket, durable and sturdy to use. It ensures a premium

pneumatic bed lift for long time use.

Premium Pneumatic Pole:Premium Pneumatic Pole:  The bed lift kit equipped with the premium

pneumatic pole, providing a full-stage damper and excellent sealing. With

the help of this mechanism, you can lift the bed effortlessly.

Space Saving Helper:Space Saving Helper: It gives you a sizeable under-bed storage space,

which can let you clean things up, offers more space of your room.

Perfect for users who have limited living space.

Precision Rivet Connection:Precision Rivet Connection:  This bed storage lift adopts high-quality

rivets, which have the advantages of firm connection and low probability

of looseness.

Easy Installation:Easy Installation: Simple to install with pre-drilled hole and screws, comes

fully assembled into a one-piece unit for easy installation. Two gas

hydraulic pistons provide easy access to your stored items.

Wide Application:Wide Application: This hydraulic bed lift kit can be used for a bed or sofa

bed. Mechanisms can be oriented to open from the side of the bed, or

the end of the bed.

Hydraulic Bed Lift:Hydraulic Bed Lift: This is a premium hydraulic bed lift used to lift the

mattress, board, or bed frame of sofa & bed, which gives you sizeable

under-bed storage space, significantly makes full use of your room. It is

made of steel material, ensuring an anti-corrosion and sturdy frame for

long time use.  

Specifications:Specifications:

Material: Steel
Colour: Black
Load Capacity: 60 kg
Product Length: 152 cm/ 59.8"
Package Weight: 8.6 kg

Package Contents: Package Contents: 

2 x Pistons
1 x Bag of Screws
2 x Bed Lift Mechanisms
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